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Abstract 

This paper describes a topological theory of learning which characterizes learning as 
a homotopy (which is a function of the deformation of a space in time) from an original 
knowledge base to one augmented by learned knowledge. The knowledge representation, the 
algorithms and the theory are based on the cognitive theories of Jean Piaget, the psychological 
theories of Hebb, as well as the ethological theories of Merzenich and Kaas. The choice of 
topology as a descriptive and predictive theory was inspired by the neurological aspects of 
synaptic routing under learning, which preserves the original continuity of the routes. Topology 
was chosen as a basis for a theory of learning as it is the study of space invariants which preserve 
the structure and continuity of a space under “stretchings and deformations”. Topology also 
offers a theoretical description of learning which does not revert to second-order logic. It has 
been shown that learning can be characterized by second-order logic, but any algorithm based 
on it is NP-complete. 

1. Introduction 

Machine learning has no fundamental theory outside of Michalski’s Conceptual 

Clustering [ 10,l l] which is based on topological simplexes. Conceptual Clustering is 

an algorithm of classification based on concepts rather than on some quantitative or 

qualitative distance measure, as in mathematical clustering theories. The clustering is 

obtained through maximally disjunctive coverings of conjunctive normal forms. 

These coverings are simplexes which can be described by topologies on the space of 

concepts. Michalski’s theory is applied to concepts, which he describes as objects in 

some context. 

In this paper, a theory of learning, inspired by my knowledge representation, VMS, 

and learning algorithm, GANDALF [2], will be expounded. It is based on the 

cognitive theory of Piaget [12-161, the psychological theory of Hebb [5,6], the 

ethological theory of Merzenich and Kaas [9] and the neurological theory of Schmitt 

et al. [17], and Hawkins and Kandel [4]. In the algorithm GANDALF, learning is 
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a process that takes place because of different triggers, depending on the class to which 
the concept belongs, the context and the motivation for learning. Establishing a the- 
ory of learning has the merit of determining when an augmentation of knowledge, 
through acquisition, can actually be described as learning. 

This theory is capable of modelling learning and will eventually be capable of 
predicting degrees of learning through a metric on the topological spaces. This could 
lead to a totally new approach to the building of self-modifying expert systems, by 
predicting how far and how long the system could be viable. Eventually, the research 
will lead to a definition and characterization of machine creativity and intuition. 

The research by neurologists on human learning has shown that the synapses 
formed during learning respect the polymorphy of the original state of the neuronic 
routes. That is, learning is merely a stretching or deformation of the pattern of the 
original circuitry. 

Topology as a theory of learning was prompted by the mentioned neurological 
research, as well as my learning algorithms which could be described by topological 
invariants under unions and intersections. A topology is a space made up of all unions 
and intersections of its sets, as well as the null set and itself. It is the study of space 
invariants which preserve the structure and continuity of a space under “stretchings 
and deformations”. 

Thus, machine learning can be characterized by topological invariants, in fact, 
learning can be seen as a homotopy (deformation preserving the structure and 
continuity of the space) on an existing knowledge base. 

In a previous paper [3] a knowledge representation for learning called a VMS, for 
variable multilinked schema, was defined and a learning system called GANDALF 
was implemented. In this paper, it will be shown that learning can be characterized by 
a continuous time deformation of an original knowledge base to an enriched know- 
ledge base incorporating the learned elements. Learning will, thus, be shown to be 
a homotopy from some basic knowledge to enriched knowledge through acquisition. 

1.1. Basics of topology applicable to learning 

The following is taken from Dugundji [l]. It represents the bare essentials of 
Topology applicable to a theory of learning. 

Definition 1.1. Given a set X, a topology Y in X is a family of subsets of X such that: 
(1) each union of members of 9 is in Y, 
(2) each finite intersection of members of Y is in Y, 
(3) 0 and X are in .Y. 

Definition 1.2. An open set in topology Y is a member of Y. 

Definition 1.3. A closed set in topology Y is a set which is not open. 
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Theorem 1.1. Given any family S = {A, 1 A, in X}, there exists a unique, smallest 
topology F(S) containing S: 

F(S) = (8, X, alljnite intersections of A,, all unions ofjinite intersections of A,}. 

Theorem 1.2. A map f: X -+ Y is continuous if f - ’ : Fy + TX. 

Note: This holds if every open (closed) set in 6 maps into an open (closed) set 
in Jrx. 

Theorem 1.3. A map, f: X + Y is continuous ifsf - ’ (U 1 U subbasis of Y) is open in X. 

Definition 1.4. For any Cartesian product, fl, z, of sets, {Y, 1 aEA}, the projection, 
pb, along basis b is defined by 

Definition 1.5. For any family {(E, 9J ) ae A}, n, x is a topological space having for 
subbasis all 

(Q,) = p-‘Wb) 

such that 

pbl(Ub): U,+ P,z ‘d Ub~z, VbEA 

with the Cartesisn product topology n, z. 

Definition 1.6. A map of two variables f (x, y) = z can be regarded as a map on a on 
Cartesian product, 

f:Xx Y-Z, 

or as a family of maps, 

fx: Y+ z 

with X as parameter. 

Definition 1.7. A free union X + Y of topological spaces X and Y is a topological 
space (X u Y), where a set B in X + Y is closed (or open) iff B n X and B n Y are 
closed (or open). 

Definition 1.8. Given a family (A, I A, in X}, such that 
(1) for all a, b, the topologies of A,, Ab agree on (A, A Ab), 
(2) each open (closed) set in (A, n Ab) is open (closed) in A,, Ab then the weak 

topology, is 

z = {U in X I Vu: U n A, is open (closed) in A,}. 
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Definition 1.9. Given f, g: X -+ Y, where X and Y are topological spaces, f is 
homotopic to g (writtenfg g) if there exists a continuous 

F:XxZ+Y forZ={tlO<tdl} 

such that 

F(x,O) =f(x), F(x, 1) = g(x) vxex. 

A homotopy is, then, a time deformation of a map into another map. 

1.2. DeJnition of variable multilinked schemata or VMS 

The following is a review of the knowledge representation VMS. 
A VMS is a multidimensional data structure consisting of schemata with slots 

whose possible values are elements of a set. Each element of these sets can be 
a conjunction of elements. The first four slots represent triggers, class, context and 
motivation. The fifth slot is a pre-set action for a particular linked 4-tuple of slot 
values. The sixth slot is a learned action. In the original knowledge base, only the first 
five slots can be filled. The sixth slot will be filled by learning. It is to be noted that the 
unnecessity of new learning, or simply following the pre-set action in the fifth slot, can 
be viewed as a null learning set. This is important in the concept of learning as 
a partially continuous function. 

We note that either the fifth slot is filled and the sixth slot is empty in a linked list, or 
the sixth slot is filled and the fifth slot is empty. 

Definition 1.10. A variable multilinked schema is defined as follows: 

Fi 

Sli: {S:i, .**,Sli} 

S2i: {S:i, ...,S2”ii> 

. . . 

s6i: {siiy . . ..ski} 

where 

sji is the name of the slot (not used in this paper) and j: 1 < j < 6 

sii is the kth value of a set of possible values for slot j, schema i. 

Then we have: 

1st subscript refers to the slot number, 

2nd subscript refers to the schema number, 

1st superscript refers to the position of that value in the set of possible values for 
that slot. 

Any of these slot values, sti, may be a set representing the conjunction of values. 
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The sets above are formed in a horizontal fashion; but each value for each slot is 
connected to one or more values of all the other slots. It is therefore a multilinked list. 

1.3. Learning as a continuous function in a discrete event system 

Although Gandalf is a reasoning and learning system triggered by discrete input 
events, it simulates a machine capable of continuous action. It is to be noted that the 
knowledge base of the system simulates the brain of a continuously operating animal 
(whether thinking, moving, standing still, dreaming or breathing). 

As mentioned before, the Gandalf system runs continuously either triggered into 
a pre-set action (specified in slot five), or triggered into a new learning state (by filling 
slot six), or finding possible new links from combinations of similar slot values, or 
destroying learned actions not used for a long time. As a modification of its knowledge 
base, all these actions can be viewed as learning. 

At any time t, Gandalf can be in any of the following states: 
(1) following the pre-set action in slot five triggered by an input, 
(2) adding a new learned action in slot six triggered by an input, 
(3) removing a learned slot value in slot six, or removing a whole schema upon 

reaching a specific time stamp in the sixth slot, 
(4) randomly selecting schemata or slots with similar values and combining them 

into new learned links or a new schema. 
The transitions between any of these four states are the discontinuities in the partially 

continuous learning function. 

2. A topological theory of learning 

In the following, it will be shown that learning can be characterized as a continu- 
ous-time deformation, or homotopy, from a basic knowledge base to an enriched 
knowledge base containing the acquired concepts. 

2.1. VMS’s as topological spaces 

For the following topological treatment, we use intersections and unions in lieu of 
conjunctions and disjunctions, since we treat our elements as sets. Semantically, the 
meaning will remain that of conjunction and disjunction. 

Definition 2.1. A general VMS (without its slot labels) is a doubly linked data 
structure which is a set of the form: 

Fi = ((Sti, . . ..Sli). 

lszli3 . . ., m 

(SAi, . . ..SZi)) 
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of disjunctive elements, SI, where each sX can be a set of conjunctive 
elements. 

Theorem 2.1. For ~Jixed schema Fi, let {Sij} be u family of subsets of FL such that 

Sij = {Sti, S:i, . ..ySbi) is true. 

A set which is a linked list in the knowledge base is considered true. Then {Sij} is 

u topological space in Fi. 

Proof. 

(1) If {Siiy Ski, . ..y Ski} is true, then from set-theoretic considerations any union of 

members of [Sij] is true: 

Sit U SiuE{Sij} t, uej. 

(2) If {Sti,Sii, ..a) S%i} is true, then from set-theoretic considerations any finite 
intersection of members of {Sij} is true: 

Sit n Siu~{Sij} t, uGj. 

(3) (8,8,8,8,8, ‘J)EFi is the no action, no learning state for all i. Therefore: 

(0909 0~0~0~ 02 0)E {Sij} f or some j. Also, Fi = u j Sij over all j is true from (1) above. 
Therefore, Fi’(Sij}. Therefore, from Definition 1.1, (Sij} is a topology 
in Fi. 0 

Note: The no-action state is not a no-thinking stage. In that time garbage collec- 
tion can be executed, or new links can be added by randomly picking combinations of 
existing schemata with similar slot values. 

Theorem 2.2. Each linked list {s:i, s:i, . . ., Szi} in the knowledge base is an open set of Ft. 

Each disconnected list in (S,) is u closed set of Fi. 

Proof. From Definitions 1.2 and 1.3, since each linked list is a member of Sij and each 
disconnected list is not, the proof follows. 0 

Theorem 2.3. For any family of I/MS, {Sijl SijEFi}, in the knowledge base, Hi Sij, is 

a topological space. 

Proof. 

(1) By Theorem 1.3, for each SijEFi there exists a topology x such that {Sij, K} is 
a topological space. 

(2) By Definition 1.4, for any family of topological spaces (Sij, zj, { fli Sij, ni zj 
is a topological space. 

(3) Furthermore, by Definition 1.8, if 

(0,) =&ok) 
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such that 

then {(Ok) I <Ok>Eni Z>, f orms a subbasis for the Cartesian product topology, 

nix. 0 

This implies that members of the Cartesian product topology are composed of 
projections of the product topology into members of the original topologies. 

This theorem states that the open sets, or linked lists, of the conjunction of 
schemata is composed of linked lists of the original schemata. 

2.2. Intra-schema learning as a homotopy from one base of knowledge to another 

In intra-schema learning, if the learned actions are results of conjunctions and 
disjunctions of linked lists within one schema, we have the following. 

Lemma 2.1. Let S, be the set of all possible values of the nth slot of the schema, Fi. Then 

{(sj, sk. s’. sm. s”. sp)}~(SIxS2xS3xS4xS5xS6) = V 11, 219 31, 419 51, 61 

i(Sii,S2ki,S:i,S~i)}E(S1 X S2XS3XS4)= S 

for a fixed i are topological spaces. 

Proof. Proof follows directly from Theorem 1.1. 0 

Lemma 2.2. Let J = {( sl, s2, s3, s4)} be the set of nonnoisy values of the input into the 
system which triggers some schema(ta). Then J is a topological space. 

Proof. If the input is nonnoisy it is assumed to be correct, The proof follows that of 
Theorem 1.3. The open sets are input sets which match linked lists in the knowledge 
base. 0 

Theorem 2.4. Let J = { (sl, s2, s3, s4)} be the set of nonnoisy values of the input. Let 
S = (Sl x S2 x S3 x S4) be the set of I-tuples representing thejrstfour slots of schema Fi 

then 

X= J+ (SI xS2xS3xS4) for a fixed i 

is a free union with weak topology: 

K= {open (closed) U in X ) U n J is open (closed) in J, 
and U n S is open (closed) in S.} 
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Proof. Let U be a 4-tuple in (J u S). 
(1) U n S is open in S if it represents a linked list in some schema. U n J is open in 

J if it is nonnoisy and matched linked values of that schema. In that case U will be 
a linked 4-tuple in (J u S) and, therefore, an open set of (J u S). 

(2) The same argument holds for closed sets. 
(3) If U is open in (J u S) it is a linked 4-tuple and therefore will be linked in Sand 

in J. 

Therefore, from Definitions 1.6 and 1.7, (J + S) is a free union. 

We now show that intra-schema learning is a continuous-time deformation from 
a pre-set action in a fixed schema, to a new action in that same schema. 

Lemma 2.3. f:J+(SIxS2xS_?xS4)+(S1xS2xS3xS4xS5xS6). That is 

f: (J + S) + V such that 

f(x) = (Sk. I,, ...) szi,s”,iy@) fir a linked list in Fi 

= (sk. Ir, . . . . sti,@,,8) for a disconnected list in FL. 

g:J+(SZxS2xS3xS4)+(SZxS2xS3xS4xS5xS6) 

such that 

g(x) = (A . . . . sti, ski, sOgi) for a linked list in Fi 

= (sk. I,, . . . . s~i,0,s6pi) for a disconnected list in Fi. 

Then f, g are functions from topologicakl space (J + S) into topological space V. 

Proof. (1) For any linked list (&, s:i, s:~, $)ES there is a s& which is connected to it 
and represents the pre-set action. In this case the learned action in S6 will be 8. 

(2) Since (J + S) is a free union, (sr , s2, sg, 4 s ) n (s:i, s:i, sI;i, sli) is a linked list in 
(J + S) if (sl, s2, sg, s4) is a linked list in J and (s:i, s:i, ski, sti) is a linked list in S. In 
this case 

f(X) = (S:i,S:i,S~i,S~i,S~i,Q)) for some unique Sii 

g(x) = (s:i,s:i,s~i,s~i,s~i,SOgi) for XE(SIYS~,S~YS~) fJ (Sti,SLi,Sl;ii,sti)~ 

(3) For a disconnected list (s1,s2, s 3, s4) if the triggered lists in the schema are 
combined through conjunctions and disjunctions, they give a specific sii such that 
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Theorem 2.5. Let 

f:J+ s+ v 

g: J+ S-r V Sand V as in Lemma 2.3. 

Then there exists a continuous 

F:(J+ S)xl-+ V 

where I = [0, l] such that 

F(x,O) =f(x) and F(x, 1) = g(x) VXE(J + S) 

Therefore f is homotopic to g. 

Proof. Given any member U of the topology for space V, it will have one of the 
following forms: 

(1) (S:i,s:i,s~i,S~i,O,O), 
(2) (Sti, s:i, SYi, &3 09 SsPi), 
(3) (s:i, s:i, s;li, di, s5i, 0h 
(4) (Sk. sr. sm. s”. SD. SO.) 119 21, 319 419 51, 51 . 

If it is of form (1) then F-l(U) + (x,0) for XE(J + S), x a disconnected list. If it is of 
form (2) then F-‘(U) + (x, 1) for XE(J + S), x a disconnected list, where 

If it is of form (3) then F - ’ (V) + (x, 0) for XE(J + S), x a linked list. If it is of form (4) 
then F-‘(U) --) (x, 1) for x@J + S), x a linked list, where x+r, s2, s3,sq) n 

(s:i, s:i,s~i,s;i). That is, any open set in V maps into an open set in ((J + S) x I). 

Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, f is homotopic to g. 0 

2.3. Inter-schemata learning as a homotopy from one base of knowledge to another 

In inter-schemata learning, if the learned actions are the results of conjunctions of 
linked lists in more than one schema we proceed as follows. In Theorem 2.3, we 
showed that the resulting schemata obtained through these conjunctions form 
a topological space. 

Lemma 2.4. Let Rj be the set of possible values for the jth slot of a set of schemata {F,} 

in the knowledge base. For example: 

{sjks,sfr,s,T}ERj for &EF~, s~,.EF,, s~EF,. 

Let T=(R,XR,XR3XRq)=n:Rj. Let W=(R1XRzXR3XR4XRsXRs)= 
ny Rj. Then T and W are topological spaces. 

Proof. Proof follows from Definition 1.6 and Lemma 2.1. 0 
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Lemma 2.5. Let { fi} be a family andfi, g : J + T -+ W ranging on a set of schemata {F,} 
such that for any XE(J + T) 

J;(X) = (S:i,S:i,S~i,S~i,S”,i,8) for a linked list in Fi 

= (As:,, n,s:,,/i,slS:,n,s~,,8,8) 

for a disconnected list in the KB spanning schemata {F,}. 

g(X) = (s:i, s:i, sljl,, ski, sOgi, sOgi) for a linked list in Fi 

= (/iis:i, niS:i, /iiS~i, lliS:i, 0, AiSti) 

for a disconnected list in the KB spanning schemata (F,}. Then { fi} and g are functions 

from space (J + T) to space W. 

Proof. (1) The proof follows the same lines as in section (1) of Lemma 2.3. 
(2) The proof follows the same line as in section (2) of Lemma 2.3. 
(3) For a disconnected list (sr , s2, sg, s4) if the triggered lists in the schemata are 

combined by conjunctions to give: 

g(X) = (AiStiy AiSki, AiSyiy AiSliy 8, AiSii) 

fi(x) = (/lis:*, niS:t,nisg, nisk,O, 0) 

for XE((S~,LT~,SJ,S~) C-7 (/iiS:i,niS:i,/iiS~i,niS~i)). 0 

We now show that inter-schemata learning is a continuous-time deformation from 
pre-set actions in a set of schemata, to a new action in a new schema. 

Theorem 2.6. Let { fi} be afamily of mapsf; : (J + T) -+ W such that for any XE(J + T) 

spanning schemata {F,} 

A(X) = ((Stiy S:i, Syi, Szi, SOgi, 0 ) for a linked list in Fi 

= CAistt7 Ais:t, nis~i~ AiStt7 090) 

for a disconnected list in the KB spanning schemata {F,}. 

g(x) = (s:i,s:i,s’ji,sI;i,sOgi,sOgi) for a linked list in Fi 

= (/liS:iy niSli, AiSyi, niS~i,0,/iiSOgi) 

for a disconnected list in the KB spanning schemata (F,}. Then there exists a family of 

continuous functions Fi: (J + T) x I * W where I = [0, l] such that 

Fi(X, 0) =fi(x) and Fi(X, 1) = g(x) VXE(J + T). 

Therefore,5 is homotopic to g for all i spanning set {F,} of schemata. 
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Proof. Given any member U of the topology for space W, it will have one of the 
following forms: 

(l) Cnisft9 AiS:t, nisl;i, nisG, 8,8), 

t2) Cnisti, nisii, AisYi, Ais&, 8, AiSo5i), 

13) (Sfi, St?.i, SITi, sk, sIi, 8), 

C4) (Sfi, Ski, s[ii, di, sOgi, SOgi). 

If it is of form (1) then F; l(U) -P (x, 0) for XE(J + T), x a disconnected list. If it is 
of form (2) then P;‘(U)+ (x, 1) for XE(J + T), x a disconnected list, where 

=(s1,s2,s3,s4) n ((sk ’ lo~s~o~sl;to~s~~~~~~~~~s~j~s~j~s~j~s~j~~~ 

It it is of form (3) then F; ‘(U) + (x, 0) for XE(J + T), x a linked list. If it is of form 
(4) then F;‘(U) -+ (x, 1) for XE(J + T), x a linked list, where XE(S~, s2, s3,sq) n 
(s:i, s:i, ski, sl;i) and (sk. Ir, szI, sl;i, Sii)EFi. That is, any open set in W maps into an open ’ 

set in ((J + T) x I). Therefore, by Theorem 1.2,fi is homotopic to g for all i spanning 

CFt}. 0 

This theorem says that inter-schemata learning can be regarded as a time deforma- 
tion from a set of pre-set actions to a learned pattern combining all these pre-set 
actions. 

With Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 we have shown that learning can be characterized as 
a topological deformation from pre-set actions to learned actions. 

3. Learning as a homotopy in the system GANDALF 

In this section, we will first describe the learning algorithm, GANDALF, and then 
show that it follows the requirements of the above topological theory of learning. 
Having established that, we can affirm that learning in the system GANDALF can be 
described as a homotopy from a base of knowledge to a base augmented by the 
learning process. 

3.1. The learning algorithm GANDALF 

The input into the system is an ordered 4-tuple: J = (s1,s2, sj, s4). Any of these 
may be null or 0. Any of these may be a set representing conjunctions of values for 
that Slot: Sk = (S,‘, . . . . sr). From an inverse list of (slot values: schema numbers) 
we obtain a set of schemata with some matching values in the first four slots, if 
possible. 

The reason for the partial match of slot values is the following. The process of 
recognition is not a simple matching algorithm between observed properties and 
stored properties of a concept. Very often the properties we use for recognition are 
only a small fraction of the total properties that are deemed necessary for positive 
identification (typical is the case of occlusion). We also identify very familiar animals, 
such as cats, by the pointed ears and whiskers only. 
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There are many possible combinations of matches between one or more of the 
input’s slot values and the schemata’s slot values, but fortunately most are not 
interesting for learning purposes. Three situations may arise, aside from finding no 
schema with “sufficient” matching values in any slot, giving the no-action, no-learning 
state @ = (@, @, Qi, @, @). 

(1) Schemata are found with “sufficient matching values in the first (triggering) slot, 
and we obtain schemata, Fr , . . . , F,, whose first slot contains values that match some in 
the set sl, and contain no values that are the negations of some values in the input, i.e., 
s{insi#Oforsomejdependingoni,foralli:l<i<t, 

s:i # -S11 VS:iESli, VS11ES1, Vi: 1 d i ~ t. 

(2) No schema is found with sufficient matching values in the first (triggering) slot. 
In this case we pick schemata F, , . , . , F, which belong to the same class and treat the 
input as a new instance of these classes: 

s2 = sii for some j depending on i, for all i: 1 6 i < I, 

s2 # -sii for some k depending on i, for all i: 1 Q i < r. 

(3) No schema is found with sufficient matching values in the first and second slots. 
We show the possibilities for the first and second cases in the Table 1. 
Through an elaborate mechanism based on Table 1, GANDALF triggers the 

appropriate schema or schemata for learning. 

3.2. Learning algorithms in GANDALF 

There are two types of learning, intra-schema and inter-schemata. The first occurs 
when only one schema is involved, while the second occurs when at least two 

Table 1 

Schemas match 

SI s2 s3 s4 Schemas picked Type of action or learning 

J J Fl Take preset action 

J 0 d Fl,...,F” Identification problem 

Pick most salient features 

J J 0 0 Subset of(F,,...,F,) Identification problem 

Pick most salient features 

J 0, J xor x (F, , , F”) or subset Learn new context or motivation, 

form new links 

J x + + Match Sl-(F,,...,F,) Learn new class of schema 

Match S2+ (Fi, . . ..F.) 
X J (I/ (I/ Match S2 --t (Fi, , F,,,) Learn new instance 

Note: J indicates a match between the input’s slot values and the schemata’s slot values. x indicates 

a nonmatch between the input’s slot values and the picked schemata’s slot values. 0 indicates that no value 

is given for that slot in the input. $ indicates the presence (matching or non-matching) of the given value for 

that slot. 
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schemata are involved. Within one schema, we consider first whether more than one 
value was matched for the first or second slots. If such is the case, we take the 
conjunction of all values in that slot, as well as of values in all other slots connected to 
it. This gives rise to the procedure INTRA-CONJ. 

INTRA-CONJ: Input matching two or more values injrst or second slot of one schema 

If the input matches two or more values in the triggering, or class slot of one 

schema: 

~1 n s:i # 0 and si n s:i # 0 

then we obtain the pre-set linked lists 

(sfi > ~~~~s~i~O)~(s~i~ .*.~~:i,(b) 

V connections to sfi and s:i and take their conjunction 

AXny(S:i,...,s;i,S)A(S:i,...,S5yi,0) 

That is, if s:i is the first element of linked lists: 

tsfi, ...> sZ,O),(Stir ...,s;i,O),(s:i, ...,s50i,0) 

and if .sji is the first element of linked lists: 

Cs:i 3 ~~~~~gPii,O)~(s~i~ ...,s54i,0) 

then we obtain 

(S:iAS:i,..., 0, Syi A Sti A S!i A Szi A Szi) 

with s3i = 0 and the learned action: 

(So A S2i A Sli A S:i A Szi) 

which is stored as 

sai = (UGO, . . ..(m.n,o,p,d). 

In the case where we match only some of the slots, or when we match all first four 
slots but they are not linked in the schema, we take the disjunction of all values in one 
slot which are linked to the matched values. This gives rise to the procedure INTRA- 
DISJ. 

INTRA-DISJ: Input matching slot values disconnected within one schema 

When the input gives only the first or second slot, or when we have a match between 
the input and the schema on more than one slot, we must consider whether or not the 
values for these slots are connected in the schema. We recall that the values in each 
slot are connected to values in other slots of that schema. In the case of matching only 
one slot, or disconnected slot values, we have no one corresponding pre-set action. 
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If the values are connected within the schema, the action taken is the pre-set action. 
If the values are for one slot only, or are not connected within the schema we take 

disjunctions of the involved linked lists. 
For example, consider the following match between the input (si, . . . , s4) and the 

schema Fi: 

si n s:i # 0, S2 n S:i # 0, S3 n SZ # 0, S4 n S9i # 0. 

Furthermore, suppose that within Fi, the established connections are: 

(S:iy .eh ,S:i,0),(S:i, ...,S52i,0),(Sti, .-.,S,“i,S) 

(sri,sti, . ..xS54ii.0) 

tsfi, . ..rS!Ti. ..*,S55if0)~(S;li, ...,SYi, . . ..Stii.Q)) 

ts;i, ...2 s~i,s,‘i,O). 

Some or all of the preset actions, sfi may overlap. We learn the new action: VXS;~ 
where x = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 in the above case. In general, we learn the action: 

I’x sgi where x = {a}, (b}, {c}, (d} 

and 

Sp are connected to S:i, 

S$ are connected to s:i, 

&’ are connected to sl;i, 

PJ 
s5i are connected to sii. 

Should any of sl, . . . . s4 = 0, we would omit the connection to the fifth slot for that 

entry. The learned pattern would be: 

s& = (((k),(c),(p),(r)), . . ..(((a>).((b}),({c)),((d}))). 

In the case where more than one schema was triggered, we take the conjunction of 
the slot values of all the schemata matched. This gives rise to the procedure INTER- 
CONJ. 

INTER-CONJ: Learning with more than one schema 
Given a triggered set, (F,., . . . , F,), for learning, we apply inter-schemata learning to 

the learned patterns obtained from each schema using intra-schema learning. This is 
accomplished by taking the intersection across schemata for the learned action slot. 

We learn: 

(niSii,niS:i,niS:i,niS4”ii,0,niS~i) Vi3Fi C (F,,...yFp) 

where j, k, 1, m, n depend on the particular i involved and with which we then form 
a new schema representing a new entity. 
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We can then affirm that learning in the system GANDALF is a homotopic process 
of going from an original knowledge base to one augmented by learning. As such, it is 
a time deformation of one base into another respecting the original polymorphy of the 
base. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we first briefly described the knowledge representation called variable 
multi-linked schema, VMS. This representation was a doubly linked data structure. 

We then described how a topological theory of learning could be established by 
considering homotopies on a data structure of linked lists. In fact, a process of 
augmenting the data structure by adding certain conjunctions and disjunctions within 
one schema, or among more than one schema resulted in creating a deformation of the 
original structure which respected the requirements of a topological invariant. That 
invariant was a homotopy from the original structure to the new structure. 

We then showed that the learning algorithm GANDALF operated through con- 
junctions and disjunctions, as described in the topological theory of learning. This 
established GANDALF as an algorithm which could be described by a topological 
theory of learning. 

It was shown that learning can then be characterized as a homotopy from an 
original knowledge base to an enriched one through knowledge acquisition. 
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